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ABSTRACT: Intensive building-historical research in the Dutch city of Leiden makes a comparative study on
fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth century roof constructions possible. The earliest constructions are rafter roofs
supported by trusses. No changes are discernible in the basic design until in the 16th century. A new element is
a triangular truss that supports a ridge purlin. This modernization was presumably the result of a transition to
heavier roofing materials.More developments are progression and simplification on a constructive level. The
use of tenon joints diminishes and the joints become increasingly butted and nailed. The carpenter’s craft can
be derived from the assembly marks. The dated examples make a development apparent. Dendrochronological research reveals that the timber came from West Germany. Felled timber was transported by raft via
the rivers, and came to Leiden as traded timber. Raft holes are the witnesses to this trade.

INTRODUCTION
The roofs of medieval buildings are often fine handcrafted wooden constructions. Intensive building-historical
and dendrochronological research into the roof constructions of private houses in the Dutch city of Leiden
makes a comparative development study possible. The investigation of the roof constructions is being carried
out by building historians from the Unit Monumenten & Archeologie of the City of Leiden. On the basis of this
research, this article will examine the development of the oldest roof constructions of houses in the city of Leiden, with dated examples from the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth century. All the examples shown here
have been positively dated by dendrochronological research. The following will be discussed: origin, the influence of the architectural volume, main design of the construction, typological development, construction
principles, assembly marks, type of wood, source of wood and trade flows.
ORIGIN
Due to the wet climate, medieval roofs in the Netherlands are characterized by their steep saddle roofs. The
earliest constructions of the Dutch roofs would have originated from simple common rafter roofs with collars
(fig. 1). These rafters were joined at the apex and provided with one or more collars to provide diagonal stability. To improve the stability and presumably carry a heavier roofing material (roof tiles instead of thatch), the
roof constructions in the fourteenth century developed into rafter roofs supported by a lateral beam, the socalled roof plate (or purlin). These roof plates are supported by diagonal trusses. Research in Leiden has yet to
discover a basic common rafter roof. The oldest roofs already have the type of rafter roof that succeeded it,
with roof plates and trusses.
The roof constructions discussed in this article are primarily those of private houses. These buildings are, without
exception, houses parallel or at right angle to the street, with a rectangular floor plan and a saddle roof between the gables. Since the building tradition in the west of the Netherlands is deeply rooted in timber construction, these brick buildings have a supporting timber frame to distribute the forces. The roof constructions
are an integral part of these wooden structures. On the basis of the shortest span, this results in the trusses, and
thus also the rafters that rest on them, being placed diagonally (fig. 2).
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Figure 1 (left): Reconstruction of a cross section of a pair of rafters. This is based on the discoveries made at
Pieterskerkhof 40 from 1383 and Pieterskerkhof 6 from 1463; (E.D. Orsel)
Figure 2 (right): Breestraat 135 and its construction in 1365. The trusses of the wooden frame are visible and the
stacked trusses that these support; (E.D. Orsel)
MAIN DESIGN OF CONSTRUCTION AND TYPOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
From the research, an image emerges of the main design of the roof constructions in Leiden in the fourteenth,
fifteenth and sixteenth century. This supporting structure to prop up the roof plate is made, without exception,
from oak wood trusses. The absence of border trusses along the façades is a characteristic feature. This indicates the presence of brick façades in this period. The few examples of a border truss can be connected with
wooden or half-timbered façades. A border truss was discovered, for instance, at Langebrug 55, from 1400 ±6
yrs. A single or a stacked truss was applied depending on the width of the plot and the pitch of the roof. A single truss is sufficient for a small house, for example Pieterskerkgracht 9 with a width of 6.15 meters and a pitch
of 57 degrees (fig. 12). The point at which a stacked truss is used lies somewhere between 6.5 and 7 metres.
Breestraat 95 with a width of 6.7 metres and a pitch of 58 degrees has a stacked truss, while Breestraat 113 with
a similar width and a slightly lower pitch of 57 degrees has a single truss (fig. 7 and 3).

Figure 3 (left): Cross section of the roof of Breestraat 113, dated to 1347 with a single superimposed tiebeam
truss; (E.D. Orsel)
Figure 4 (right): Cross section of the roof of Breestraat 135, dated to 1365 with a stacked truss; (E.D. Orsel)
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The trusses consist of diagonal truss posts that support a superimposed tiebeam. For the diagonal stability, socalled arch braces, are placed between the superimposed tiebeam and the truss post. For the lengthways
stability, so-called windbraces are placed between the roof plate and truss posts. A distinctive feature of the
lowest rafters of the stacked trusses is the curved truss posts, so-called knees. These, however, are only present
if the building is constructed with a low side wall, for instance Pieterskerkhof 40 from 1383 or Nieuwe Rijn 13
from 1557 (fig. 5 and 14). If this is not present then the truss posts are straight, for example Breestraat 113 from
1347 or Pieterskerkgracht 9 from 1498 (fig. 3 and 11).

Figure 5 (left): Cross section of the roof of the front extension of Pieterskerkhof 40, dated to 1383 with a stacked
truss; (E.D. Orsel)
Figure 6 (right): Cross section of the roof of Breestraat 123, dated to 1393 ±6 yrs. with a stacked truss; (E.D. Orsel)

Figure 7 (left): Cross section of the roof of Breestraat 95, dated to 1405-1411 with a stacked truss; (E.D. Orsel)
Figure 8 (right): Cross section of the roof of Breestraat 131, dated to 1435 ±6 yrs. with a stacked truss; (E.D. Orsel)
Conspicuous in the basic design of the stacked trusses is that the truss posts of the upper trusses are situated either inside or outside the roof plate. When the truss posts are placed on the outside of the roof plate, this has
the advantage that the exterior of the truss posts are level with the rafters. One pair of rafters can thus be omitted. A second advantage is that it is easier for the carpenter to produce this truss, as he does not need to introduce a new pitch, but is able to depart from the pitch of the roof. A disadvantage of having the truss posts
on the outside of the roof plate is that there is little surface to tenon the truss post into the superimposed tie-
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beam beneath (see for example the marginal solution of Pieterskerkhof 40 from 1383, fig. 5). Another disadvantage is the structurally less favourable position of the roof plate. That is to say this is weighted down by the roof
plane from the outside. In the option where the truss post is on the interior, the roof plate is held back from shifting away, this is not the case with the internal option. The roof plate is of course already difficult to shift due to
the fact that this is partly tailed in to the superimposed tiebeam. In the option with the truss posts on the inside
of the roof plate, the secure fastening of the truss post to the superimposed tiebeam is a second advantage.
Disadvantages are the extra roof pitch for the carpenter’s outlining work and the necessary extra pair of rafters.

Figure 9 (left): Cross section of the roof of Steenschuur 11, dated to 1460-1466 with a stacked truss; (E.D. Orsel)
Figure 10 (right): Cross section of the roof of Haarlemmerstraat 224, dated to 1480 with a single superimposed
tiebeam truss; (E.D. Orsel)

Figure 11 (left): Cross section of the roof of the right back aisle of Pieterskerkgracht 9, dated to 1498 with a single superimposed tiebeam truss; (E.D. Orsel)
Figure 12 (right): Cross section of the roof of the middle aisle of Pieterskerkgracht 9, dated to 1539 with a
stacked truss with a central post truss; (E.D. Orsel)
No substantial changes are discernible in the basic design of the trusses until in the sixteenth century. The first
distinct new element can be seen in the roof of Pieterskerkhof 9 from 1539 (fig. 12). A new type of truss, a socalled triangular truss, appears on the top of the construction. This truss has truss posts that extend to the apex,
and support a ridge purlin. This development arises from the desire for lengthways stability. The arrival of the
ridge purlin can, however, be found earlier in the coupling beam in the apex at the outer walls. This beam was
discovered, for example, in Breestraat 95 from 1405-1411and Aalmarkt 11 from 1455-1456 (which is not shown
here) and served as a stabilizer between the brick top of the façade and the first pairs of rafters (fig. 7). The introduction of the ridge purlin around 1500 is highly characteristic of the development of roof constructions in
the Netherlands (Janse 1989, p.134-146 and Orsel 2001, p. 27-29). The introduction of the ridge purlin thus led
to the disappearance of the collar. This modernization was presumably the result of a transition to heavier roof-
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ing materials, for example pantiles. Breestraat 135 has such a roof construction from 1595, with a ridge purlin
supported by a braced central post. It is known that at that time subsidies were given for the replacement of a
thatched roof with a pantile roof (Orsel 2006, p. 237-239). In the records showing the payment of hard roof subsidies in Leiden, the first reference to pantiles instead of roofing tiles appears in 1544.
The main design of the lower part of the roof remains unchanged with stacked superimposed tiebeam trusses,
except that a truss is introduced to bear the new ridge purlin. Pieterskerkhof 9 from 1539 has a triangular truss,
as has Nieuwe Rijn 13 from 1557 (fig. 12 and 14). Haarlemmerstraat 213 from 1556 uses another form of truss to
bear the ridge purlin; a central post truss (fig. 13).

Figure 13 (left): Cross section of the roof of Haarlemmerstraat 213, dated to 1556 with a stacked truss with a
central post truss; (E.D. Orsel)
Figure 14 (right): Cross section of the roof of Nieuwe Rijn 13, dated to 1557 with a stacked truss with a central
post truss; (E.D. Orsel)
More developments are discernable on a constructive level. The early trusses were characterized by their extensive use of tenon joints secured with wooden pegs. This gradually diminishes and the joints become increasingly butted and nailed with forged nails. This is most noticeable in the windbraces and arch braces.
The developments in the windbraces are somewhat confused. The earliest windbraces are recognizable as
curved plates, with Breestraat 95 from 1405-1411 as a late example (fig. 7). Aalmarkt 11 is an even later example from 1455/1456. The roof of Aalmarkt 11 from 1455-1456 also has similar plates, which are tenoned into the
roof plate and nailed to the truss posts. The curved plates are usually notched around the roof plate and
nailed to the truss posts, for example Breestraat 113 from 1347 and Breestraat 95 from 1405-1411 (fig. 3 and 7).
Simultaneously these windbraces may also be tenoned into both the roof plate and the truss posts, for instance
Pieterskerkhof 40 from 1383 and Breestraat 123 from 1393 ±6 yrs (fig. 5 and 6). A different principle is that the
windbraces are tenoned into the roof plates and nailed to the truss posts, as in Breestraat 161 from 1435 ±6 yrs
(fig. 8). The most recent design has the windbrace nailed to both the roof plate and truss posts. This simple joint,
both to fabricate and install, appears in Haarlemmerstraat 224 from 1480 and the younger roofs (fig. 10).
In the development of the arch braces, a similar progression and simplification can be seen. The early examples have curved arch braces that are tenoned into the superimposed tiebeam and furthermore provided
with heels and peg shoulders. Examples are Breestraat 113 from 1347 and Pieterskerkhof 40 from 1383 (fig. 3
and 5). The roofs of Breestraat 123 from 1393 ± 6 yrs. and Breestraat 95 from 1405-1411 show a simplification
with the omission of heels and peg shoulders (fig. 6 and 7). Subsequently, in Breestraat 161 from 1435 the mortise and tenon joints were also omitted for the lower joints of the arch braces of the uppermost truss (fig. 8).
Here the joint is butted and secured with forged nails and a single wooden peg; a unique and possibly a transitional solution. The final step is butted joints with only forged nails. Pieterskerkgracht 9 from 1498 is an example
of this (fig. 11). Naturally hybrids do occur, but a clear line with the successive simplification of joints is recognizable.
Another constructive development is discernible in the roofs with a low side wall. In the oldest examples the
connection of the low side wall’s wall plate to the curved truss posts is made with a tenoned sole piece, for
example Breestraat 135 from 1365 or Pieterskerkhof 40 from 1383 (fig. 4 and 5). The latest example is Steenschuur 11 from 1460-1466 (fig. 9). In addition to this option, a forged anchor also appears, for example in
Breestraat 95 from 1405-1411 and a second roof of Pieterskerkhof 40 from 1383 (not shown here) (fig. 7). This
joint was also simplified with a notched sole piece, which is secured with forged nails. The oldest example
shown here is Haarlemmerstraat 224 from 1480 and this would then become the general form of the arch
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brace in the fifteenth and sixteenth century. The oldest examples in Leiden are Aalmarkt 11 from 1455-1456
and the back aisle of Nieuwe Rijn 10 from 1455 ± 5 yrs.
ASSEMBLY MARKS
The wooden sections of medieval houses are all traditionally crafted handwork. They are complex constructions with many connections and joints. All the pieces in these constructions are unique, they can be regarded
as a large three-dimensional puzzle or a kit. A timber construction was not usually fabricated on the building
site itself, but in the workshops of the carpenters. The construction consisted of a number of key load-bearing
elements, the trusses. These were often constructed on the ground, after which the construction was dismantled again. Then the separate elements were transported to the building site, assembled and installed in their
definitive place in the house. As the construction was entirely produced by hand, all the elements and joints
are different. So as not to confuse the elements that belonged to a specific truss with those of another, all the
pieces were marked. These marks are also known as assembly or numbering marks as they are often based on
a logical numbering (table 1). Because a truss usually has two equal sides, the same components occur on
each truss. These then bear the same number, but a so-called directional mark is also added, in order to ensure that the elements are placed on the correct side.
A development can be identified in the assembly marks in Leiden. Initially, so-called carved marks are used.
Such marks are engraved with a drawknife. In Leiden these are straight marks, simply I, II, III etc, with a directional mark that resembles a fish. The examples are Breestraat 113 (1347) Breestraat 135 (1365), Pieterskerkhof
40 (1383), Breestraat 123 (1393 ±6 yrs) and Breestraat 95 (1405-1411). Similar marks also appear later, for instance in the back aisle of Nieuwe Rijn 10 (ca. 1455). The oldest example, Breestraat 113 from 1347 uses irregular numbering, whereby in the oldest examples it would be better to speak of alignment marks. From the second half of the fourteenth century there is a logical numbering.
The fish is a difficult to carve directional mark and unsurprisingly this was soon simplified into the so-called broken mark. This means that a straight line is produced as a hook (< or V). Breestraat 161 from 1435 ±6 yrs. is the
earliest example of this. Another example is Steenschuur 11 from 1460-1466.
The carved marks were gradually replaced by the so-called chiselled marks. The chiselled marks are made
with a straight or half-round chisel. The earliest chiselled marks in Leiden were discovered in the roof of the
Gravensteen, Pieterskerkhof 6 from 1463. Both carved and chiselled marks are used together on the elements
of the roof. Another example with carved and chiselled marks is Pieterskerkgracht 9 from 1498. Carved marks
do still appear later, for instance in Hooigracht 67 from around 1481, but the chiselled marks gradually gain the
upper hand. Later examples of chiselled marks are Pieterskerkgracht 9 from 1539, Haarlemmerstraat 213 from
1556 and Nieuwe Rijn 13 from 1557.
A normal logic can also be discerned in the chiselled marks. The examples mentioned above have straight
lines, I and II, with half-round marks on the opposite side: ( and ((. These are made with a half-round chisel or
gouge. Chiselled broken marks also appear: < and <<. Sometimes they are simply straight lines, but longer or
shorter than the opposite side. Ovals and an S shape were also frequently found, respectively in Oude Rijn 90
from around 1478 and Breestraat 59 from 1598 as representative examples.
Another type of mark that only briefly appears is the so-called sawn assembly mark. To date only two examples of assembly marks made with a saw have been discovered in Leiden, Haarlemmerstraat 224 from 1480
and Haarlemmerstraat 174 from 1479. The latter has a combination of sawn and chiselled marks.
Table 1: Assembly marks
Date

Adress

Type

Mark 1
Mark 2

Mark 1 with directional mark
Mark 2 with directional mark

1347

Breestraat 13

Carved

1365

Breestraat 135

Carved

1383

Pieterskerkhof 40

Carved

1393 ±6

Breestraat 123

Carved

1405-1411

Breestraat 95

Carved

1435 ±6

Breestraat 161

Carved

1455 ±5

Nieuwe Rijn 10

Carved

1460-1466

Steenschuur 11

Carved

1463

Pieterskerkhof 6

Carved and
chiselled

I
II
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
<

I◊
◊
I◊
II◊
I◊
II◊
I◊
II◊
I◊
II◊
<
I<
I◊
II◊
I<
II<
O
Ŏ
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1478

Oude Rijn 90

Chiselled

1479

Haarlemmerstraat 174

1480

Haarlemmerstraat 224

Carved and
sawn
Sawn

1481

Hooigracht 67

Carved

1498

Pieterskerkgracht 9

1539

Pieterskerkgracht 9

Carved and
chiselled
Chiselled

1556

Haarlemmerstraat 213

Chiselled

1557

Nieuwe Rijn 13

Chiselled

1598

Breestraat 59

Chiselled

1598

Breestraat 59

Chiselled

(((
...
I
II
I
II
...
II
I
I
I
II
I
...
I
II
I
II
<
<<

(((∫
...
I
II
V
IV
...
...
I<
II
(
((
(
...
(
((
(
((
∫
∫∫

TIMBER AND TRADE
The constructions of all the medieval roofs in Leiden are made entirely of oak. The base of the roof covering is
sometimes made of sawn oak rafters, but more frequently of softwood, such as in Breestraat 123 and
Breestraat 95 (fig. 6 and 7). The softwood rafters analysed were shown to be white deal (Picea Abies). The rafters of Breestraat 123 had between 29 and 31 growth rings. This fast-growing wood was thus felled fairly young.
This presumably relates to timber from organized forestry. Unfortunately the origin of the timber could not be
determined. Examples of oak rafters are Rapenburg 41-43-45 from 1450 and Aalmarkt 11 from 1455/1456.
The dendrochronological research reveals not only that many medieval constructions have been preserved in
Leiden, but also where the timber was sourced. The timber generally originates from Westphalia or Emsland.
This timber would have reached the Netherlands via the large waterways. The timber from Westphalia would
have been transported on rafts via the Rhine to the Dutch entrepôt in Dordrecht. It may also have been transported via the fork of the IJssel, through Deventer, to the second Dutch entrepôt in Amsterdam. The timber
from the Emsland region would have been transported via the Vecht to the Zuider Zee, over which it was conveyed to the second entrepôt in Amsterdam. This timber too may have been transported via the Eems,
through Emden and across the Waddenzee to Amsterdam. The timber was subsequently ferried on inland vessels to Leiden. Archive research has revealed that the construction timber was obtained from Dordrecht. Amsterdam supplied the bulk of the so-called wainscot, thinly sawn oak with a fine grain, which was intended for
finishing.
The supply from Emsland and Westphalia stopped at the end of the sixteenth century, probably because
stocks were exhausted by large-scale logging. The timber was then sourced from further afield, initially from
more distant locations along the Rhine and Meuse. Timber was also introduced from Scandinavia for the first
time, for example in Herensteeg 15 from 1592 with timber from central or north Scandinavia and Nieuwe Rijn 28
from 1598 with Swedish timber. The scarcity of oak also necessitated a transition to other types of wood, particularly pinewood. Nieuwe Rijn 60 from just after 1600 is an example of this.
Traces of the timber yard and transportation are recognizable in the roof constructions. Thus the oldest dated
construction timber from Breestraat 113, built in 1306 ±6 yrs. already has raft holes (fig 3 and 15). These traces of
timber transportation were found in many roofs from the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth century. The traces
consist of bored or cleaved holes, often containing the material with which the raft was bound together and
the plug with which this was secured. The raft holes at Breestraat 135 from 1365 contain alder-wood twigs and
an oak plug (fig. 4). The raft holes at Rapenburg 73 from 1617 comprise of willow twigs and a beech wood
plug. The fifteenth-century timbers of the Pieterskerk were bound together with rope.
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Figure 15: The raft holes of Breestraat 113 from 1306 ±6 yrs; (E.D. Orsel)
CONCLUSIONS
Intensive building-historical and dendrochronological research into the private houses in the Dutch city of Leiden makes a comparative development study on fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth century roof constructions possible. Due to the wet climate, medieval roofs in the Netherlands are characterized by their steep saddle roofs. The earliest constructions of the Dutch roofs would have originated from simple common rafter roofs
with collars. To improve the stability and presumably carry a heavier roofing material, the roof constructions in
the 14th century developed into rafter roofs supported by a lateral beam, the so-called roof plate (or purlin).
The oldest fourteenth century roofs in Leiden, already have the type of rafter roof that succeeded it, with roof
plates and trusses. The trusses consist of diagonal truss posts that support a superimposed tiebeam. A distinctive feature of the lowest rafters of the stacked trusses is the curved truss posts, so-called knees.
No substantial changes are discernible in the basic design of the trusses until in the 16th century. The first distinct
new element, a so-called triangular truss, appears on the top of the construction. This truss has truss posts that
extend to the apex, and support a ridge purlin. The earliest purlin in Leiden dates from 1539. This development
arises from the desire for lengthways stability. This modernization was presumably the result of a transition to
heavier roofing materials, for example roof tiles. More developments are discernable on a constructive level.
The early trusses were characterized by their extensive use of tenon joints secured with wooden pegs. This
gradually diminishes and the joints become increasingly butted and nailed with forged nails. In the development of the arch braces, a similar progression and simplification can be seen.
The carpenter’s craft can be clearly derived from the construction principles, but also the assembly marks,
which he used to indicate the position of the different components. The dated examples also make a development apparent in this. The oldest marks are carved or scratched and initially lack a clear numbering. These
marks were succeeded by chiselled or sawn marks. Later marks use a logical numbering. The earliest examples
of chiselled and sawn marks in Leiden date from the second half of the fifteenth century.
Dendrochronological research also reveals that the timber for Leiden came primarily from West Germany.
Felled timber was transported by raft via the rivers, and came to Leiden as traded timber. Raft holes are the
witnesses to this trade.
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